
Flip spends the day at 
a FIRST® Tech Challenge 

Qualifier!

BY - HEIDI BUCK

The  Adventures  Of

The  FLL      Robot®



This year's FIRSt® tech challenge (FTC®) season 
officially kicked off September 8, 2012. 
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a local FTC team invited flip to learn 
more by attending a qualifying 

tournament it was hosting.

Thanks 
for the 

lift!

Flip got there 
early to greet the 
competing teams!

Good 
morning!

FIRST Volunteers 
are awesome!

Welcome 
to our FTC 
Qualifier!

The Tournament 
Director greeted flip!
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When they arrive, Teams have 
to check-in, set up their pits, 

and their robots have to 
pass 3 different 

inspections!

I like 
that teams can use 

their same team 
numbers every 

year!

FTC 
robots have to 

fit inside this box 
as part of their 

inspection. 

no 
problem 
for me!

Wow-  
cool 

looking 
trophies!

This 
must be the 
way to the 

field!
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The FTC competition field 
looks like this...

The 
competition field is 
all set up and ready 

for action!

and This year's game is kind of 
like tic-tac-toe, only with 

robots!

Hey look, 
i got one on 
the center 

rack!

the 
scoring 

elements are 
red and blue 

rings! 
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flip met some of the other ftc volunteers...

Hello 
HEad 

referee! 

Hello 
Judges!

Hello 
Timekeeper!

the 
tournament 
uses ranking 

points, which is 
different from 

FLL !

FTC teams have 15 minute 
interviews with judges, 
and there are 6 judged 

Awards: 
Think, Rockwell Collins 

Innovate, PTC Design, 
Connect, Motivate, & 

Inspire! 

Do you have 
angry birds on 

there?

Hello 
scorekeepers!
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teams are setting 
up for the first match! 

Everyone is wearing safety 
glasses, i wonder if i 

need some?

You don't 
need any, flip, 

you're a robot! But 
here, let me show 
you a safer place 

to watch.

The first 30 
seconds of the match is 
autonomous, where the 

robots do their 
preprogrammed thing -- 

kinda like FLL!

the remaining 2 
minutes of the game is 

tele-op, where the drivers 
take control!

This is so 
Exciting!

Thank 
you!
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Flip hung out in the pit area and spent time with some of 
the competing teams...

you used a 3-D 
printer to make this? 

Awesome!

Nice 
Graphics 
of your 
robot!

look 
- a robot, 
holding a 

robot!
Mmmmm.... 

pizza!

There sure is a 
lot of work 

involved in getting a 
robot ready for 

competition!
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In FTC there are four robots at a time on the 
field in Two alliances. Sometimes your partner 
in one match will be your opponent in another.

Can I 
be your 
alliance 
Partner?

Umm... 
did you pass 
the software 
inspection?

This is the 
last qualifying 
round... next is 

the alliance 
selection!

Strategy 
sure gets 

intense in the 
elimination 

rounds.

The red 
alliance won! 

That means they 
go on to the  

finals!
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eek!
It's the 
FTC fan 
club!

Congratulations 
to the captains of the 

winning alliance: 
Basilisk!

This is it, 
the final 
match!

With the matches over, it's 
time for the award ceremony!



Follow Flip on Facebook: 
www.facebook.com/FlipFLLRobot 

®
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to learn more about FtC, visit:
www.usfirst.org/roboticsprograms/FTC

The Inspire Award is the highest 
judged award given.  The team 
that wins this is a role model, 
and is a top contender for all 

other awards.

A big Thanks to FTC team 4963 NOVA - hosts of the NorCal Elk GRove Qualifying Tournament!

Congratulations to 
the inspire award 

winners:  Legonauts!

They're 
starting to 

announce the 
award 

winners!

Everyone is 
thanking the 
volunteers!


